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WELCOME TO THE CLUB
by STEVE JOHNSON, PRESIDENT
Here it is October already.
We had a wonderful All
British Car Day in
September, and we’re
getting ready for some
really good driving
weather ahead of us.
Candy and I couldn’t
attend the ABCD this
year, but judging from the
people we talked to, and the
pictures I’ve seen, it was another spectacular British
event. I can’t wait to see the results. You’ll see an
article on the ABCD in this issue of the Ragtop.
HILL COUNTRY
TRIUMPH CLUB
EVENTS:

Mark your Calendar now
for our club Christmas
Party on December 19th.
This is our 20th anniversary as the Hill Country
Triumph Club. We’ve decided to celebrate by
making this year the best Christmas Party we’ve
ever had. The Party Room is reserved for you at
County Line Restraint On The Lake. The good
news is that it’s only $15.00 per person for an
especially County Line meal with dessert. The bad
news is that the room can only hold 40 people.
You need to get your reservation in quickly. Please
send me a note (stevenjohnson7@sbcglobal.net), and
I’ll put you on the list. DON”T WAIT we
already have half of the 40 seats reserved:
Steve and Candy Johnson, Dean & Elizabeth
Mericas, Nel and Mike and Lucy McPhail, Ralph &

Jeﬃe Herter,
Jim & Karen
Icenhower, Al
Johnson, Mike
Schubert, Greg
& Suzy West,
Terry and Jane
Jones.
Quite a few of
us have asked where we can purchase quality shirts
with the Hill Country Triumph Club logo on them.
Well, Barbara Kramer has come through again by
closing a deal with Lands End to provide exactly
what we were looking for. Barbara has a very good
procedure that she sent out in September. If you
need a copy or have questions please contact
Barbara at bakramer@austin.rr.com or 512-250-9498.
I’ll wear mine to this month’s Club Meeting.

The Dallas Red River Triumph Club is going to
caravan to the September 30th through October
4th VTR Nationals this year. They wanted to know
if any of our folks were going and would like to
caravan with them. Let me know if you are going to
the Nationals, and if you would like to participate in
the drive with the Red River Club.

SEPTEMBER’S TRIUMPH
CHALLENGE :
Take a look at the picture above of our 1967 TR4A
with it’s new wire wheels and red line tires from
Coker. I really like them AND I really hated
them at the same time during September.
continued on page 3
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put a sticker on the outside tread of each tire that
Why do I hate
them? Flats. I have
tells the technician (in the fine print) to remove
a new one on the
everything inside the tire before mounting. That
left rear right now.
would include the inspection stickers”.
I’ve had a total of
Coker did agree to send me five new tubes, which is
eight flats since I
what I purchased from them with the original order.
purchased the setup. Were these all on just one tire
They run around $25 each which helps with my
you might ask? Oh no. All four wheels have had at
mountainous cost. Yes, that flat that is sitting in the
least one if not two. I’ve had two diﬀerent shops that driveway right now is the tire I just had put into that
are used to working with vintage cars and their wire
tire 5 days ago. It was driven 25 miles, and sat during
wheels, working on the problem. Each time, the
the rain. Those stickers will eat right through a heavy
tubes were ruined, and new ones were purchased.
duty tube in a very short period of time.
Coker was no help, and didn’t want to reimburse me
When these wheels and tires are working as designed,
for the extraordinary cost of seven flats, balancing,
they are a dream. Now all I need to do is run them in
and seven tubes that amounted to around $55.00
the shop one more time, get the inspection stickers
each, including tubes and balance. I did have a road
removed, have new tubes put in, and balanced. Then
hazard guarantee from Coker, but it didn’t make any
I’ll be fixed for life (famous last words). Just make
diﬀerence.
sure when your Coker tires arrive that you
Good news. Persistence pays oﬀ. I had kept some of personally take oﬀ those inspection stickers inside
the tubes even though the shops had said the tubes
of each and every one of them.
were all ruined. I finally compared all the tubes and
found that the each had two oval 1.5 inches long that Rest assured that I’ll be driving Duke with all four of
those beautiful tires inflated for the next club
were etched into each of them. These ovals were
th
above the wheel line; therefore, none were caused by meeting. That meeting will be Tuesday, October 13
the spokes (a common problem with wires). One part at 7:00 PM. We meet this month at Rudy’s Bar-B-Q,
of at least one of the etched ovals (if not both) looked 7709 North FM 620, just north of RR 2222. Call
250-8002 if you need more info.
melted, and every time that’s where the tube was
Remember, we want to see you even if you don’t
leaking. The two areas were always fairly close
drive your Triumph. Please plan to join us and
together on each tube. None of the areas were
experience the excitement we generate every time we
repairable due to the melting.
get together.
I gave this information to Coker. They immediately
responded with “oh, well that’s caused by the
inspection stickers inside the tire”. After going
around and around asking things like “why don’t you
use inspection stickers with glue that won’t eat into a
tube since you know most of these vintage tires are
mounted with tubes…. And why didn’t you just place
the sticker on the outside of the tire like other
manufacturers”, the answer from Coker was “well we

Triumphantly Yours,
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74 engine in a 72 car, what to do with the hole in my head?
The threads on a piece of towing equipment looks about right.
So, did the swap go without a hitch? No.
In addition, this craigslist engine is killing every mosquito in Lakeway.
The stock engine is getting some TLC, and will go in without a hitch.
Greetings
Ben Skoldeberg

TRIUMPH SIGHTING
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RUBY REPORT
What a busy
month
September
turned out to
be for me. I
spent two
and a half
weeks
working in
Houston. I spent
the first weekend
at Texas World
Speedway for the CVAR
race. What a wonderful group. It was great to see
seven vintage Triumph race cars battling it out on
the road course.
FOUR of which are from our club!!!
The next weekend was the 19th Texas All British
Car Day. I left Houston at 5PM Friday. Got home,
through in some laundry cracked a cold one and
packed Ruby. Oﬀ to the show. Saturday was the
rallye. With Bob Skewis as my navigator, Ruby
was the first car out. We didn’t fair so well in the
“I think I’m Lost” Rallye... we got lost!
Oh well, we did make it to the Sheet’s Ranch for
the BBQ.

OCTOBER 8, 2009
Sunday was the big show on the lawn. We had 192
cars this year, a new record. And as a member of
the TXABCD planning committee, I was very
busy on show day. So, no time for spit and polish
this year. Ruby showed up to the beauty pageant
with no make-up and a dirty gown. She did take
home third. Oh well, gotta give those other Spit’s
a chance every now and then.
I want to thank all those who contributed to this
months RAGTOP. Our biggest one yet! So in no
particular order, I’d like to thank Donnie Jones,
Dan Julien, Bob Kramer, Phil McKenzie, Mike
Jankowski, Mike McPhail, Greg Blake, Ben
Skoldeberg, and special thanks goes out to Bob
Skewis, my extra set of eyes for the RAGTOP.
Bob always helps by proofing the entire
newsletter before it goes out! Thanks so much for
all your help in making the RAGTOP and HCTC
great.

Don
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BOB’S YOUR UNCLE
The choice of
restaurant for the
September HCTC
meeting proved to
be a little more
upscale than our
usual haunts. The
Texican Café in the
Brodie Oaks Shopping Center is right next door
to the now familiar Po-Ke-Jo Barbeque, but has
a friendly wait staﬀ to cater to your every need
and an extensive menu. Not only that, but the
food was “muy delicioso”.
Somebody must have liked the change of
venue, because we had at least twenty-seven
hungry (and thirsty) little British car enthusiasts
in attendance. The word must have really gotten
out, because we had several guests, and in
addition to the usual gaggle of Triumphs, two
Austin-Healeys, an Alfa-Romeo and an MG-A
(Phil & Dorothee Auldridge) graced the parking
lot! We obviously have the best car club around.
New members: Scott and Cindi Berry are
adding their (her) 1975 Sienna Brown Spitfire
1500 to the squadron. This car has covered only
17,000 miles since new, and is equipped with
dual Weber 40 mm DCOE carburetors. 40
mm!!! Jamie and Doris Molina had to drive their
Austin-Healey 3000, only for lack of a suitable
TR4.
The usual suspects were caught redhanded behind the wheels of:
TR6: Wiley Christal, Johan Carl, Bob & Barbara
Kramer, Harry Taggart, Dan Julien, Willis

Thorstad, and Steve Johnson (Sam Dixon &
Ron Smith opted for a Mini)
Spitfire: Joel & Philip McKenzie and Don
Couch (where was the rest of the Spitfire
Squadron?)
TR3: Nel McPhail (we need some more of
these!) (Mike & Lucy were in the Healey 100)
TR4: Dean & Elizabeth Mericas…left theirs at
home so that we could see the new Alfa
Oh yes, we also had a meeting! Barbara
gave us the low down on the huge variety of
shirts available from Land’s End with free
HCTC logo embroidery for a limited time. This
is a really good deal! Naturally, the Texas All
British Car Day was on everybody’s mind.
Somebody may have mentioned that the
Houston British Motor Vehicle Expo is will be
held on Saturday, October 17. More details are
available at: www.houstonmgcc.com. And…the
South Texas ABCD is back in Boerne this year,
on Saturday, November 7. More details at:
www.stahc.org.
The late night parking lot scene was
livelier than a set of jumper cables at an MG car
show. In the end, Willis got a push start and
Nel’s TR3 had the loose wire thing again, just
like at the progressive diner (P.S. now sporting a
new fuse box).
See you on Tuesday!

Bob Skewis
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The Hill Country Triumph Club, the 50th Chapter of the Vintage
Triumph Register (VTR), was founded in 1990 to bring together the
owners of Triumph automobiles in the Central Texas area surrounding
Austin. In 1991, the membership decided to include other British car fans
as associates due to lack of other clubs in our area that represent some of
the other marques. As owners and lovers of our unique types of cars, we
have a special kinship, which draws us together. Membership is open to
anyone who is a British car enthusiast, with or without a car.
Annual dues are just $15.00 per family group or address per year. We have
dinner meetings on the 2nd Tuesday of each month and at least one other
event each month. We encourage you to join and support us, even if you
don’t drive your car regularly. We also oﬀer technical assistance if needed.
One goal of the club is to help its members keep their cars on the road.
Please call one of the club oﬃcers listed in the newsletter for more
information about club benefits and spread the word about our club to
others.
The Hill Country Club is a local chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register
(VTR)/Triumph Sports Owners Association, which is open to all drivers of
Triumph motorcars; a chapter of the Triumph Register of America,
exclusively for TR2 through TR4A sports cars; and a chapter of the 6PACK, dedicated to the enjoyment, preservation, and restoration of the
Triumph TR250 and TR6 sports cars. Membership in these national
organizations is encouraged. Visit their websites at www.vtr.org,
www.triumphregister.com, and www.6-pack.org.
The RAGTOP is published monthly by the Hill Country Triumph Club.
Material within may be freely reproduced providing Ragtop and the
authors are credited. Any and all newsletter contributions are welcome.
Deadline for submissions is the end of each month. Submissions may be
emailed t0 don@dcphotos.com Car related classified ads are free to
members and will run for three months unless otherwise instructed.
Contact editor for other ads.

Membership Application

OFFICERS
President
Steve Johnson
258.5340
president@hillcountrytriumphclub.org
Vice-President
Bob Baker
448.0093
rabaker1946@att.net
Webmaster
Dan Julien
451.3102
dan.julien@alumni.utexas.net
Treasurer
Earl McGlothlin
292.3387
conniemcg@austin.rr.com
Secretary
Bob Skewis
892.4068
skewistx@att.net
Membership
Nel Mcphail
656.1456
membership@hillcountrytriumphclub.org
Ragtop Editor
Don Couch
680-3540
editor@hillcountrytriumphclub.org
www.dcphotos.com

Name :
Address :
City / State :

OCTOBER 8, 2009

Zip :

Home Phone :
Work Phone :
E-mail address :
Car Make :

Model :

Year :

Color :

Car Make :

Model :

Year :

Color :

How on earth did you hear about the Hill Country Triumph Club?
Please mail application and check payable to HCTC to:
Nel McPhail, 1105 N. Canyonwood Dr., Dripping Springs, TX 78260
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MIKE’S FAVORITE TOOL
SEPTEMBER TOOL OF THE MONTH
Last month I went on and on about how a
fellow could purchase a brand new distributor and
retire that old worn out dizzy. It looks like the
same scenario applies to the original equipment
carburetors. Now don’t get me wrong, I have
always been a staunch supporter of OE carbs. It’s
my opinion that a properly rebuilt SU or
Stromberg can be expected to give many years of
trouble free service; however, a few of my
conceptions have changed over time. I was of the
belief that just hanging bigger carbs on an
otherwise unmodified engine was tantamount to
spitting in the wind. As of late I’ve had the
opportunity to do some tuning on cars fitted with
triple Strombergs, down draft & side draft
Webers. In every case, the modifications have
provided a noticeable increase in performance.
Not only are acceleration and fuel economy
improved, but often times the engine starts more
easily, warms up more quickly, and idles more
smoothly. Also, some of these conversion kits
cost no more than a professional rebuild.
Adding a third Stromberg CD175 to your
Triumph TR250/TR6 is a very popular option.
www.goodparts.com sells a really slick kit that
accomplishes this nicely. The manifolds and
linkages are first-rate and you can even order an
optional cold air box. If you don’t use three likenew carburetors with this arrangement, you’ll be
short changing yourself. When done properly, this
is really the hot setup. Price wise, I’d say Richard
Good’s conversion falls somewhere between the
two Weber solutions. The twin Weber down draft
kit for the six-cylinder TR utilizes the original
intake manifold and most of the throttle linkage.
I have found the installation to be very straight
forward and a car equipped with this setup is
transformed to the point where the driver might
think the engine was made in Japan. The only
drawback to this upgrade is that it gives the

engine compartment a somewhat cheesy look as
the Webers and their budget air cleaners seem to
look out of place. The triple Weber DCOE side
draft arrangement barely seems to fit under the
hood and is probably most well suited for
competition work. I’ll have to admit that on an
Austin Healey 3000 or Triumph TR6 those three
big Webers with their six integral velocity stacks
are mighty impressive!
Four cylinder engines have similar Weber
options. Anybody with a late model MGB,
Midget, or Spitfire probably agrees with the

continued on page 9
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conventional wisdom that the single Stromberg is
$320 for a Spitfire single down draft to $1800 for
not going to cut it. A brand new single Weber down triple 45DCOE for the Big Healey.
draft conversion for these models can be had for as www.webercarbsdirect.com advertises some kits
that I’ve never seen before. The DGEC down draft
Weber for the Spridget is only $299.95, the same
price as the twin 45MCHH for the TR6. That
would have to be the deal of the century, although I
see that they are currently out of stock!
www.carburetion.com says they will beat anyone’s in
stock price.

little
as $299. You can get
this carb with a manual
or automatic choke,
but, of course, the
choice is obvious. All
Webers feature an
accelerator pump and
fixed jets, so all you
really have to adjust is
the idle speed and
mixture. You would
expect that the people
designing and selling these things have installed the
proper jetting and that you would never have to fool
with it. Even though these kits are supposed to be
plug and play, my experience is that most of them
have the car running somewhat lean, and therefore
a swap to bigger jets might be in order. Side draft
Webers are available for a little more money, and
that race-car look is worth every penny of it. You
can even get dual DCOE kit for the Spitfire and I
don’t think that you have to have a race engine to
make good use of it.
You will find a complete assortment of Weber
conversion kits for LBCs at
www.piercemanifolds.com . Their prices range from

I guess a fellow trying to knock the Weber
conversions might say that it’s too easy to flood the
engine or that there’s nowhere in most cases to
connect your vacuum advance. Non-vacuum
distributors with mechanical advance are designed
to make up the diﬀerence, and are available brand
new, for peanuts. Flooding shouldn’t be a problem
as long as you remember that Webers have an
accelerator pump and that you should not being
working the gas pedal before you start the car. Sure,
you’ll have to get rid of all of that anti-smog
plumbing, and you may be in want of a manifold
vacuum connection, but that’s probably okay. All
Webers are very well designed and built, being
somewhat more sophisticated than their British
counterparts. I think the main reason to keep what
you have, is that we know the original stuﬀ can be
made to work well, and that some of us actually
enjoy the idiosyncrasies of the British carburetor!

Mike McPhail
I wanted to give a special shout out to Mike
McPhail for his continued contributions to the
RAGTOP. I cannot thank him enough. His regular
column is always so informative and sometimes
laced with Mike’s unique humor. Sharing his
experience and knowledge of “LBC” he has gained
over the years, Mike is truly one of the HCTC’s
greatest ASSEtS. :-)
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Hill Country Galleria

October 25, 2009 12pm-6pm
A celebration of automotive style in all of it’s forms. Several hundred collector cars, modern classics, hot rods,
art cars, and other motorized eye candy will be parked along the main street of the Hill Country Galleria on
Route 71 in Bee Cave (http://www.hillcountrygalleria.com/go/gmap.cfm). .Bring your own rolling sculpture and
enjoy live music, restaurants and shops.
Show will be held rain or shine – covered parking will be available in the event of rain.
Dash Plaques for the first 200 entrants / Awards will be presented by the show sponsors

Proceeds to Benefit
Bee Cave Public Library

$15
Pre-registration
By 9/27/09

$25
Registration
After 9/27/09
Deadline for mail-in registration postmarked by 10/14/2009
Details at www.rollingsculpturecarshow.com
Questions? Email: rollingsculpturecarshow@austin.rr.com

Show car parking begins at 10.30 am the day of the show
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Registration Form
Include this registration form with check or money order (no cash) payable to Hill Country Galleria.
$15 for pre-registration (before 9/27/09) or $25 for regular registration (after 9/27/09)
Mail to: Hill country Galleria, Attn: Rolling Sculpture, 12912 Hill Country Blvd., Suite F-250, Bee Cave, TX 78738
NAME: _____________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________
CITY: _____________________________________________
STATE/ZIP: _____________________________________________
PHONE: _____________________________________________
EMAIL: _____________________________________________
YEAR/MAKE: _____________________________________________
MODEL: _____________________________________________

AMOUNT ENCLOSED
________ Pre-Registration/Registration
________ Additional Donation to benefit
Bee Cave Public Library
________ Total Enclosed

Deadline for mail-in early-bird registration postmarked by 9/30/2009
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I bought Steve Johnson’s Spitfire!
by Phil Mckenzie
Now that I have your attention, I should explain
that the Spitfire in question is from someone
named Steve Johnson, not HCTC’s president.
I first saw this Spitfire on Craigslist about 2
years ago. I was still apprehensive about taking
on another project after a bad experience I had
with the transmission on my Spitfire. But the
car was within walking distance of my oﬃce so I
took a look. The car had a lot of unknowns and
the seller wanted too much money, so walked
away from it.
A few weeks later, shortly after I joined the club,
a request came to Steve Johnson (president) for
someone from the HCTC to look at Steve
Johnson’s newly acquired Spitfire and give him
some advice about how to proceed with the
restoration. After sorting out the confusion over
the name, I volunteered to go look at the
Spitfire since I lived nearby. I arranged a time to
look at the car, and once there I immediately
recognized this Spitfire as the one on Craigslist.
The new owner had done a tune-up and replaced
some worn and missing hoses. He had been able
to start the engine and verify that the drive train
was in good working order. Over the next year
or so I visited him a few times to buy some of
the spare parts he had received with the car and
help him with some of the mechanical work.
The project dragged on however, and with a
young family and a demanding job he decided to
let go of the car-and quickly. The siren song of a
cheap Spitfire project called, and I jumped into
the water.
Like the ill-fated sailors of lore, it was not long
before I hit the rocks. First of all, what was I
thinking? My first Spitfire (Lola) was far from
finished. In fact, I was in the middle of

replacing the exhaust, which had proven to be
quite a project. This meant that I had no place
to store it. A few calls to storage spaces
advertised in Craigslist yielded a covered storage
place at a reasonable price so I reserved it sight
unseen. The next day, with the help of a coworker, I trailered the new Spitfire (Twiggy)
there. It was soon apparent that this was
another bad choice. The storage area was
operated by a couple who also raised a variety of
animals, including a pack of 4 dogs and shared

space with a business named “Steel Erection
Welding”. This was an insight into what I had
gotten myself into. Here is a picture of Twiggy at
the storage facility:
The owners claimed that I was entitled to 24
hour access, however it was painfully clear the
pack of dogs did not think so. The first time I
tried to do some work on the car when the
owners where not there I didn’t get a lot done
on the car, but I did have a few teeth marks to
show for it. The plan was to replace the front
disc calipers, bleed the system, install an exhaust
continued on page 12
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system, and drive the car home. After a few visits
with Joel or Logan as look out/dog chaser and me
hurriedly making repairs we quickly came up with
a new plan – finish Lola fast and tow Twiggy
home.
Once in the garage work progressed quickly. I set
a goal of getting Twiggy roadworthy and driving it
to the TABC, which was 2 months away. Mike
Jankowski provided an old catalytic converter,
Spitbits provided the exhaust, slave cylinders and
a new caliper, and a slave and master cylinder were
rebuilt with kits I had in-hand. These were
installed and working in short order. As is often
the case, the rebuilt master cylinder did not work
properly, so a new one was ordered. While
waiting for the master cylinder to arrive I sorted
out some wiring issues that resulted from a shortcircuit sometime in Twiggy’s past. Apparently a
wire from the ignition had completely burnt open.
Here is what the wiring harness looked like.
Yes, those are uninsulated wires just twisted
together.

Taking advantage of the symbiotic relationship
between British cars with Lucas electrics and

having an electrical engineering degree, I tidied up
the wiring. Once the master was in and the
brakes bled, Joel and I took Twiggy around the
neighborhood for a test drive. The front wheels
were a bit out of alignment, so we adjusted them a
bit and were ready for ABCD on Friday; a whole
day early!
So where was Twiggy at ABCD? In the garage.
Tragedy struck about a mile from home when the
engine started running very rough. We turned
around and headed home. Joel was ready to push
the car, but fortunately Twiggy made it home on
its own power. Starting has become progressively
more diﬃcult, so it looks like a carburetor rebuild
is in our future. Work continues on Twiggy. The
interior must be replaced, a new top needs to be
installed (thanks TABC!) and ultimately a new
coat of paint. With my sons helping with the
work instead of chasing dogs away, we are well on
our way to a 2nd (working) Spitfire in the family.

Phil

Twiggy at home with Lola looking on from outside.

BACK ISSUES OF THE RAGTOP ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE
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TR4 - SOME
by Bob Kramer
Photos by Don Couch

Last month I reported on the purchase and
progress with the new Kramer TR4. With the
Daytona 24 and Sebring 12 Hour race history
documented all that remained was getting the new
car race ready. I was pleasantly surprised to find that
the engine appeared to be a fresh rebuild. Although I
have no idea when that rebuild took place I am pretty
certain that the engine had only run long enough to
break-in the cam. It couldn’t have run much past that
because the fuel pump was fried! Without an engine
to rebuild I had a reasonable expectation that I would
be able to get the car race ready in short order so I
registered the car for the September CVAR races.
This would be the first time that this car would be on
the track since 1993 when Dennis Shea last raced it
in an SVRA event and more importantly it would be
back on track with my TR4A which happened only
once at the SCCA National races at Daytona in 1967.
Before I begin I should mention that everybody
that has one approaches race car construction and the
little engineering problems that result a little
differently. I have been doing this long enough that I
have come across solutions that work for me that
others might think are ridiculous. I have also seen
other peoples solutions that I think are all washed up.
An example might be how many approaches there
are for installing head gaskets for our high
compression wet-liner engines. Most of us coat the
gasket with silver paint, copper coat, RTV or some
other magic sealant. Some make little wire o-rings to
help hold the compression in the combustion
chamber. There is thread chasing, stud installation,
nut and washer choices and the all important torque
sequence. Do you leave the studs loose or torque
them down first? Do you oil the threads or use ARP

paste? Do you put all the studs in and drop the head
or just locate the head with a few studs? That should
give you the idea of the choices we make and
through trial and error, otherwise known as
overdrawing the checking account, everybody comes
up with what works for them. In the case of the
Dennis Shea TR4, our No. 67, there were plenty of
“I wonder why he did it that way” moments. I
scratched my head so much I had to get an Ollie
North haircut to balance out the low spots. Here’s an
example. I couldn’t figure out the u-channel metal
brackets under the motor mounts. I knew he had
made a fiberglass hood for the car. Man is it light!
Had he gotten so tired of pounding his header tubes
into stray curbs and rocks that he decided to raise up
the engine a bit, thus requiring a custom made
bonnet? It took a while but I finally figured out that
he used a TR3 engine for a core when he built this
race motor. I guess he didn’t know that the wider
frame of the TR4 resulted in a new, wider front
engine plate, until he went to install the engine. You
continued on page 14
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learn these things the hard way. In this case he
probably came up with the u-channel solution with
the engine hanging off the hoist waiting to be
bolted in.
Safety was the number one priority for the first
race weekend. I rebuilt the full brake system
starting with the calipers. These were the early TR4
style and they have a little more pad surface than
the later TR6 style units. Some racers think that
what you give up in the heavier calipers you make
up in better braking. I always split the calipers even
though the manuals tell you not to do so. There are
issues with sourcing the sealing gasket for the fluid
passageways and nobody knows what the torque
should be on the bolts. I’ve had good success with
using standard torque specs for the 2 different size
bolts. I stick with Girling, now TRW parts, but I
also use new pistons. I get the nitrided versions
from British Parts Northwest and they are the only
source that I know of for the split caliper seals.
After I split the calipers I scrub them clean and run
them through the bead blaster. I use about a can of
brake cleaner and compressed air to make sure I
get all the plastic beads out, and then I do it again,
and again. Any grit left in the caliper can cause a
sticking piston. I finish them off be hitting them
with a thin coat of silver caliper paint so they look
as good on the outside as they are on the inside.

This car was built with a custom dual master
cylinder set-up, with 5/8” Girling masters and a
balance bar up under the dash. At first I didn’t
rebuild the cylinders because they were working
just fine, but after bleeding some ugliness
reappeared in the reservoir and I decided it was
best to start fresh. The 5/8” kits are available from
BPNW for TR7’s so that was no problem. I also
bought the stainless steel brake and clutch lines for
a complete system. I left the rear wheel cylinder
intact as they were working fine, and I am going to
pull the whole rear differential assembly out over
the winter for an axle upgrade. With the brakes out
of the way I rebuilt the clutch master and slave. All
was well with them but after I test drove the car I
replaced the master cylinder with a new Wilwood
unit I had on the shelf because the clutch just
wasn’t right.
I replaced the fuel cell, fuel pump and wiring. I
was lucky to have a “newish” fuel cell in the
maroon TR4 that I had purchased over the winter.
It was 8 gallons, perfect for vintage racing, while
the one in the car was probably 18 or 20 gallons,
more suited for endurance racing. The fuel pump
was wired through some complicated mess that
only powered up the fuel pump when the engine
was turned on. It was not a bad safety device but I
continued on page 15
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couldn’t figure out the wiring so I replaced
it with a dedicated circuit to the new Holley
fuel pump. I then moved the battery to the
trunk per current CVAR rules and started
sorting out the wiring, which still has me
baffled. The car has a one wire alternator,
which to the best of my knowledge should be
wired straight to the battery, but this car still has
the OEM voltage regulator wired in. I found
unattached wires in multiple places and I spent a
lot of time on my back under the dash trying to
follow the routing of wires that were folded over
each other and back and forth, rather then having
been cut to fit. In the end I took off most wires one
at a time and rerouted them as I figured out their
purpose. I think I cut a pound of wire out of the car.
With the safety and most of the electrical stuff
out of the way I was able to start the car and test
drive it to see what I had. It ran and showed
promise but I knew I had some work to do. I first
went through all the valves and was surprised at
the variety of lash settings. I was hoping to be able
to pick out the camshaft manufacturer lash specs
off of the numbers but they were all over the place,
varying as low a 13 thousandths and as high as mid
twenties. I chose some loose settings and went with
it. I cleaned the plugs and rechecked all the wires
connections but it still ran badly. I took a step back
to look at what I had. The car had an early
Capacitive Discharge ignition system, a hot Accel
coil and a Mallory dual point distributor. I
researched the CD unit and learned that it was
likely the cause of the malfunctioning tachometer.
Apparently you have to buy a special $130.00 addon unit to use most electric tachs with CD units. I
decided to switch the car back to standard points
ignition like I have in my TR4A. I removed the CD
unit and second set of points from the distributor. I
re-gapped the remaining points set adjusted the

wiring to match the way I have it set up in my 4A.
Everything now worked like it should including the
tachometer and the car ran smooth. I did notice that
the clutch was a little weak, slipping a bit. In
another engineering marvel I could look through
the custom 4 inch bellhousing opening to see that
there was plenty of friction material left. I
readjusted it and hoped for the best.
I did my best to check the rest of the car over. I
remembered to flush out the anti-freeze as the only
thing more slippery on a race track than oil is the
green stuff. I put in a new Kirkey seat and a new
set of seat belts. I installed fire resistant roll bar
padding and set the fire extinguisher up. The car
came together. I made a decision to put my good
Hoosier race tires on this car and take the Falken
autocross tires from the street TR6 and put them on
my TR4A. I figured that would level the playing
field a bit and help Andrew to learn on the tires he
will be racing on permanently. I was also interested
in seeing what the Falkens could do on the track. I
wasn’t all that impressed with them at the VTR
autocross, but they cost less then half of the what
the Hoosiers cost and if they could be used it could
be quite a bonus for this father and son racing
team.
To get to the big day I had to trailer 2 cars to
College Station. I chose the route of bringing one
Thursday night and the second one the next day.
My plan for bringing them home was to leave the
car that needed the least amount of work at College
Station in the garage of the house our daughter live
in until I could pick it up. Saturday came and it was
continued on page 16
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anticlimactic. Andrew followed me around the
track for a couple of laps but on the third he pulled
in. I did a couple of more laps but curiosity got the
best of me and I came in early too. I didn’t want to
qualify to far in front of him. I did learn that the
Falkens were pretty squirrelly until the heated up,
and that was not such a bad thing. Most race tires
perform better hot.

where we go. As for the race I led Greg and
Andrew around for a number of laps showing them
the lines I use. Eventually Greg went in because he
was concerned about a noise he was hearing and I
waved Andrew by to see what he could out in
front. Soon he was pulling away and I couldn’t
keep up. No doubt that he was in the better car,
after all, I built it! All smugness aside, Bob’s car is
a well put together and it was fun to drive. I had
forgotten how frustrating it is to drive a non-close
ratio gearbox TR at TWS. You down shift to
second to keep the revs up but you have to go right
back to third. This happens while your competition
is driving away from you, as I watched Andrew do.
After the race Greg and Bob determined that they
had a tire pressure gauge issue that resulted in 7
Andrew was concerned about the clutch. It was pounds too much air pressure over what they
slipping badly when he accelerated and that didn’t wanted which explained the grip problem that
make for much racing. We adjusted the clutch once developed. As they say, those are just excuses and
the results prove it, Andrew won.
again but the second session only lasted a lap for
Andrew as he was afraid it wouldn’t be able to
Even though the Daytona car failed to perform I
make it around again. So much for my race prep
skills. In my defense, who would think that a fresh would still call the weekend a success for the
Kramer family racing team (name still tbd). We
engine would have a worn out clutch disc? I’m
thinking that the TR3 parts may have gotten mixed came, we raced and we came home safely. There
in with the TR4 parts in the clutch installation. The was that little, OK, big thing with the steering
throw-out bearing sleeves are different lengths and column trying to come apart on my TR4A with
Andrew behind the wheel. He felt it and eased up
if he used the wrong one it could be the source of
making it back to the paddock where I robbed the
the problem. I’ll find out when I take it apart. For
part that fell off, from our spare TR4. From now on
now the Daytona car is in the garage at College
Station. The plans changed and since we had time I will safety wire the steering column locating
we move it to the house early Sunday and took the clamp. Steering failure is one of the scariest things
that can go wrong, but we’ll take the luck on this
working car home instead so that Andrew could
one and learn from it. We will be back to try it
drive my 4A Sunday and get laps under his belt.
again at the November races at TWS. We should
I did get to race against Andrew and he beat me! have our four TR4’s out the again, call it a TR4Bob Blake, Greg’s dad graciously offered to let me some.
run his new TR4 in the first Sunday race. He was
in the school group which freed the car up for the
opportunity. From here on out he will be in Group
7 with Greg, Andrew, Gary Fuqua and yours truly.
We will be putting on a Triumph class race every

Bob
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PANEL REPAIR
WITHOUT WELDING
My welding skills are getting better but they’re
still not great and welding sheet metal seems to
be the most challenging. I often end up burning
away the precious metal I’m trying to repair.
Browsing through an auto body supply catalog
(don’t we all do that?) I found that there are
adhesives intended for panel repair on new
cars. 3M has a line and so does Lord. I decided
on the Lord line because it’s a little cheaper,
especially the special gun required to mix and
apply the adhesive. The product I used is Lord
Fusor Metal Bonding Adhesive. Sounds like a
sci fi bad guy, doesn’t it. It comes in 3 varieties
based on how quickly it sets up, and therefore
how much time you have to adjust the pieces or
how long you have to clamp them. This is a two
part epoxy and requires a special dispensing
gun. Be sure and get the gun for your product.
They are not interchangeable across brands and
even within brands, there can be multiple sizes
of adhesive packages requiring diﬀerent guns.
You can see the 3M ad Fusor products at
www.autobodytoolmart.com.
My Spitfire had perforated rust spot behind the
right front wheel. Here is the initial problem

by Jim Icenhower

after cleaning the area with a wire brush on a
grinder.

I will be fabricating a panel so the next step is
to cut out any bad metal and make the opening
shape into a rectangle which will be easy to
create a replacement panel for.
I didn’t have a good way to clamp the new
piece in place so my plan was to glue flanges
behind the opening with a piece of each flange
protruding into the opening to glue the new
outer piece to. The pieces are simple rectangles
of sheet metal. I first glued and clamped the
end pieces.

continued on page 18
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I didn’t have room to clamp the horizontal pieces
so I drilled holes in them and the body to rivet
them into place. The rivets are only there as
clamps while the glue dries. I’ll drill them out
later. Note that the steps for using the rivets are
1) apply glue to the piece, 2) rivet it in place.

Next I just glue and rivet the outer panel.

Once the glue is dry, drill out all the rivets. You
may need to grind the edges a little to make sure
you don’t have any edges that are high. It’s better
to have a little recess where the pieces meet so
you can fill it with body putty. That allows you to

smooth it out by sanding.
Then fill with your favorite body putty. I also
smoothed it with some glazing compound (the
pink stuﬀ) to fill pinholes in the base filler.
Finally, paint.

Flush rivets are available so if you want to leave
them in you can. Removing them just makes
smoothing out the final surface easier. My metal
fabrication work is embarrassingly bad. But, as
you’ll soon see, it turned out fine.

Jim
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19th TEXAS ALL BRITISH CAR DAY

Sheets’ Longhorn Ranch
Those of you who did not rallye with us for Texas All British Car Day 2009 really missed out.
We ended the drive at the home of Steve and Bobbie Sheets and enjoyed the end of the day by eating
Smokey Moe’s BBQ and enjoying the shade of the towering pecan trees. Drivers and navigators from
all over the state were able to make friends and mingle, making the drive one of the favorite events of
the ABCD weekend. Adding to the enjoyment was the semi-domesticated (half wild?) herd of
longhorns that watched us over the back fence. You really cannot appreciate the size and strength of
these animals until you see them up close and personal.
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19th Texas All British Car Day

Photos by Dan Julien
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19th Texas All British Car Day

Photos by Donnie Jones
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CVAR - Texas World Speedway
Photos by Don Couch
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Ready to Race
by Greg Blake
Photos by Don Couch

I showed up
on Friday
morning to
help Dad
get going
for the
driver's
school and
to take
some
break in

laps on the new motor in my car as a part of
CVAR’s Friday practice sessions. As Dad pulled
to grid for the first time, I noticed a bit of fluid
coming from the engine bay. I opened the hood
to find water leaking out of the bottom radiator
hose and oil was leaking from one of the many
fittings around the takeoﬀ plate (so we
thought). I talked to Dad's instructor who said,
he can miss this run but you better hustle and
get him ready for
the second run or he is done. We pulled it back
to the paddock to look things over. After closer
inspection, one of the oil lines had a hole.

These are the BSP fitting hoses & I had no
spares with me as I use a diﬀerent setup. We
put Dad in my TR3 for the Friday sessions. He
was more than a bit apprehensive about
breaking in my new motor to which his
instructor told him if anything lets go, Greg is
to blame not you. Bob brought a spare
BSP hose on Friday evening and we got Dad's
TR4 up and running for the rest of the
weekend.
On Saturday with Dad in his car I could tell he

was having more fun, but something was still
missing. I was not sure what he needed, but
he just did not seem to be settling in.
Andrew Kramer was struggling with a bad
clutch all day in the Blue TR4. Dad decided for
Sunday, Bob Kramer should borrow his car so
Andrew could get on track with Bob's TR4a.
This was a great idea all around. I decided I
would run Group 7 with the Kramers if I got
my head gasket fixed Saturday night.

continued on page 25
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For the rest of
Sunday, Dad was
swapping
positions with a
914. At the end
of his sessions he
would come in
with a very big
grin. I know he is
hooked now.
New head gasket installed, I had an absolute
blast following Bob & Andrew around Sunday
morning. I had a strange noise coming from the
rear end after two laps. At the end of the back
straight I pitched it hard into turn 7 and it
sounded like the drive shaft had let go and was
bouncing around. I pulled in to check things
out. When I drained the diﬀ fluid, it was pretty
shinny but non-metallic.

Dad, Don Couch, and all the other Kramers
were watching at the Carousel as Bob, I, and
Andrew came around nose to tail, pretty cool.
I think this was the point at which Dad found
his confidence. Watching Bob pitch his car
around the track let him see what the car could
do.

I filled the diﬀ in
the TR3 and ran
again in the
afternoon with
group 7.
The noise
reappeared
after lap 3, I
thought
about coming
in again but
decided to
just back oﬀ
a bit and
keep driving.
The noise
started to die
down a bit
towards the
end of the
race. Not sure
what is going on with this rear end. This is the
second fresh rear end in so many races. I'll pull
the cover before too long to check things out,
again.

continued on page 26
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Kramer really does have an amazing amount of
knowledge and spares. Along with the head gasket that
he loaned me (I don't plan to give that one back, Bob) I
asked for a spare rocker arm adjusting screw/nut and
push rod. I had a nut back oﬀ which resulted in a
stripped screw and mushroomed pushrod. Bob hands me
a complete ready to bolt on rocker set and a set of 8
push rods, take your pick. Awesome. Once again, I
would not have made it through the weekend without
him.

Greg
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The Importance of Wheel Lug Torque...
or lack there of
by Greg Blake

Some of you may have seen the nice beauty
mark on my driver’s side front fender at the
All British Car Day last weekend, for those
who did not, see picture. I am very frustrated
that this occurred. After spending countless
hours working on these fenders (ask Alison) I
screwed one up by pretty good by forgetting a
very routine safety procedure. TORQUE
YOUR LUG NUTS!!!
I had the car on jack stands to install the
fresh engine about two weeks before our last
race at TWS. While in the air, I tweaked the
front suspension which required removal of
the front wheels. The night of engine
installation I decided to throw the wheels on,

lugs hand tight, drop the car on the floor and
be ready for engine break-in the next evening.
Normally when I do something like this, I’ll
hit the nut or bolt with the impact wrench on
a low setting just incase. Well it was late and
I did not want to wake the kidos or boss so
finger tight it was. You guessed it, the next
evening I was so excited to come home and
break the engine in I completely forgot to put
the torque wrench on the lug nuts. During
my test drive, I got about ¾ around our little
loop and all of a sudden the car is pulling to
the driver’s side. Lots of things started to go
through my head like: I hope that oil cooler
is mounted higher than the frame and I hope
that all the oil lines are above the frame and I
continued on page 28
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hope those new springs are short enough that
the disk doesn’t drag, but mainly I was thinking
why didn’t I torque those darn lug nuts. I knew
right away what I forgotten to do. Luckily I
was doing about 15 mph and slowing, I started
to turn slightly to the right and sure enough the
driver’s side front wheel came oﬀ. I saw it go
rolling into one of my neighbor’s front yard.
The front of the car came down on the asphalt
grinding to a halt. By the time I came to a rest,
about 40’, I had a pretty good audience, all
wondering what this really loud car was doing

Third Time the Charm?
by Mike Jankowski

I’ve had my 1978 Spitfire 1500 since
December of 2007. I’ve actually driven it all of 8.9
miles in all that time. That doesn’t count the mile
my friend Rob and I pushed it, cheerfully
recounted in an earlier issue of The Ragtop. In
2008 my goal was to drive my car to TX All British
Car Days. That didn’t happen. Then the goal was
the VTR Regional. Nope. Finally I steeled myself
to get my car to TX All British Car Days in 2009.
Well…

with only three wheels. Alison is just thrilled
that the fender has to be touched up.
I have started using a little piece of blue
painters tape to indicate stuﬀ to complete on
the car. The devil is in the details…

Greg
I was a bit lax in my eﬀorts until a few months
ago. Part of the problem was the fact that no one
could figure out why there was no spark at the
distributor. My friend Rob came over with his
meters, confident as heck since he’s the go to guy
for electrical problems at Audi here in town. We
did have fun, but no luck. Next, Phil McKenzie
came over with all his mad scientist equipment,
and while I was absolutely loving the scopes and
meters and how cool they were, we still failed. I
should say that each session did highlight issues
that were addressed, so progress was being made,
however slowly.
Finally, the last time Phil was over he casually
asked “What’s this wire doing hooked up here?”,
and when he made a new junction to the proper
wire, voila! My car ran. Well. I was ecstatic.
After some other items were fixed, we retired to
Mightyfine Burger. I was feeling the confidence
coming back. It’s not like I had much to do, at
least in my mind. Just bleed brakes, reupholster
the driver’s seat, finish the last 4 pieces of carpet
for the interior, hook up all the instruments…
With newfound enthusiasm I tore into the task at
hand. Progress was of epic proportions. Then
disaster. I developed an intense sinus infection. I
lost my voice. I couldn’t get out of bed. I went to
continued on page 27
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the doctor. She put me on Amoxicillin for 10
days. 1750 milligrams of it each day. I was out of
commission for several days. The time was
running short, and I was standing still. Realizing
I was no good sick, I rested as much as possible.
I had a plan. Had I been healthy, I was going to
do a shakedown drive in the large parking lot near
my house. That way, it would be a short walk to
get tools. Things didn’t go as planned. I had no
time for the shakedown run. I barely got the car
together, and the driver’s seat upholstery was held
on by a minimum number of hog rings. I had no
hog nose pliers, so using two pairs of needle
nosed pliers was a painfully (literally) slow
process. The shakedown would be my drive to
the gas station and then to TX All British Car
Day. I was hoping to do the rally, but I still was
too sick and worn out. It was touch and go.
Things were going ok. The car ran ok, the
brakes, though not great, were stopping the car,
and the clutch and transmission felt perfect. I
got onto Mopac northbound, and I noticed a
slight cloud in my rearview mirror as I passed
Parmer Lane. Not good. I then noticed it was
getting thicker, and there was some of it coming
up through the gearshift gaiter. Right about the
same time my engine was making a bit of noise to
let me know it wasn’t happy.
I was already pulling oﬀ at the Wells Branch exit,
and was able to coast into a shopping plaza and
park under a tree. A quick call to my wife,
securing of the tonneau cover, putting any loose

items into my bag, and when she arrived, we were
oﬀ to the show.
As much as I enjoyed the show, not being able to
get my car there was a disappointment. I’m
pretty sure I could have had a good chance of
taking the Diamond in the Rough category.
However, I was pretty quickly worn out, and
probably would have stayed too long had I been
there with my car. Also, I found some things that
need to be addressed, so it was a good run. Now
I just need to sign up for AAA Premium for that
free towing for 100 miles…
A footnote to all this is my dealings with the TX
DMV. Registering the car was straightforward.
However, I still am trying to get my TX license.
My original birth certificate (or an oﬃcial copy) is
lost in some archive in NY. TX won’t recognize it
anyway, because the seal isn’t a diﬀerent color.
The copy I have with the raised seal has my
footprint on it, so TX won’t accept that,
classifying it as a “novelty document”. So, I am
going to have to get a passport to get a TX
driver’s license. Pretty amusing.

Mike

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Scott & Connie Berry
1975 Spitfire
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1980 TR7/V6 Triumph Convertible.

Current Texas vehicle inspection sticker.
Only 15K miles on a professionally rebuilt
3.8 liter V6 Engine. Clean and well
maintained. Very nice driver.
Buick 3.8l V6 installed with a John’s Cars Kit
Professional Engine Rebuild 15K miles ago
Painted, Re-upholstered, new top 2001
Front Suspension rebuilt 2001
Rear Brakes rebuilt 2007
Polly bushings front and rear

OCTOBER 8, 2009

Oil Pressure Gauge (replaces clock)
5 Speed T50 Transmission
TR8 Rear End
TR8 Wheels
Hydraulic Clutch
New sun visors
Foot Well Vents
Trunk Mounted Optima Battery
AC compressor removed
Herb Valliant
herb.valliant@sbcglobal.net

512-343-1458

FOR SALE:
•1978 SPITFIRE 1500 - fresh paint job - powder blue. ready for reassembly $2900.00 obo
•1969 GT6 needs restoration, paint, interior $1000.00 obo
•1963 TR-4 Restoration in progress, Rebuilt Engine, lots of new parts $3800.00 obo
Contact Don Couch for more info (512)-680-3540
2004 HARLEY DAVIDSON FXD1 FOR SALE $10,000 obo :
•BATTERY TENDER, CLYMER REPAIR MANUAL
•CRASH BAR, EXTRA MUFFLERS
•HIGHWAY PEGS, RACK, FOOT PEGS, GRIPS
• DUAL SEAT, SISSY BAR w/ EMBLEM
Contact Don Couch for more info (512)-680-3540
SPITFIRE PARTS FOR SALE:
• Have misc. SPITFIRE 1500 parts for sale
• motors, four speed gearbox, diffs,
• wiring harness
• bulbs, bolts and more
Contact Don Couch for more info (512)-680-3540
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THE RAGTOP - SEPTEMBER 2009
Calendar
OCT 13th
HCTC meeting - Rudy’s BBQ FM 620
OCT 14th
VTR - San Luis Obispo, CA
OCT 17th
State Fair show for all British cars.
Jaguar Club of North Texas
OCT 25th
Rolling Sculpture Car Show - Hill Country Galleria
DEC 19th
HCTC - Holiday Party - County Line BBQ

1105 N. Canyonwood Dr.
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
address change requested

The next Hill Country Triumph Club meeting will be held Tuesday, October 13, 7
PM, Rudy's Bar-B-Q, 7709 North FM 620, just north of RR 2222. Call
250-8002 for more info.

